Abstract
Introduction
In a complex control system more than one sensor is often needed to generate and maintain a reliable state estimate. Furthermore, the complexity of the computations in sensors will often introduce significant time delays from the acquisition to the availability of a measurement. This can be due to signal and image processing, data transportation, laboratory tests, etc.
Two examples of systems with delayed measurements are an Autonomous Guided Vehicle (AGV) using vision and a wastewater treatment plant using water samples. Vision is a versatile sensor often used in a location system for detecting natural or artificial guide marks but the recording of an image and the following image processing, that may require extensive computations, will introduce time delays. Faster and more advanced image equipment may decrease the delay but then again more intelligent and complex image algorithms will increase it.
In a wastewater treatment plant the water quality is often monitored by doing comprehensive laboratory tests on water samples resulting in up to several days delayed measurements.
How to incorporate possible unknown time-varying delayed measurements in a state estimation can be non-trivial. As a consequence of sensor-related delays, *Department of Mathematical Modelling 0-7803-4484-7/98/$10.00 0 1998 IEEE 180 a measurement will not reflect the current states of the system it observes and some caution should therefore be taken. For motion control and navigation it is vital continuously to attain knowledge of location in order to keep a vehicle near its desired path. In AGV applications odometry combined with vision is a widely used approach to location estimation and has proven satisfactory performance [5] , [8] , [10] . However, the measurement delay handling is often neglected by using either sophisticated hardware, minimal image processing, predefined travelling paths or a stop & go strategy, where the AGV stops to process measurements. The latter method has been applied in [2] for docking and navigation through a door. In some cases, though, this is not a feasible strategy and explicit handling of the time delay is necessary.
The purpose of this paper is to focus on the problem of dealing with significant time delays in state estimation using a Kalman filter. This is based on a fast and effective technique described in [7] where delayed measurements easily are incorporated in the state. The method is applied to an AGV using odometry and vision for location estimation where sensor related time delays of 30-40 samples exist in the vision system. The sampling period is 40 ms.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a survey of existing techniques for handling the time delays and presents our technique, Section 3 describes the algorithms for for estimating the position and orientation of the AGV, section 4 shows the concept through experiments and finally, Section 5 summarizes the results and concludes.
Delayed Measurements
The presentation herein is based on the Kalman filter equations for a discrete linearized time-varying system with state vector x k , input vector uk and output vector yk. The following lists the equations for notational purpose [6] .
System:
In case a sensor has a time delay from the acquisition to the availability of a given measurement, the sensor's output equation becomes:
where d is the number of delayed samples which is here assumed to be an integer. This means that the measurement is acquired at sampling k -d but are not available until sampling k .
Survey of Methods
A number of methods are available for handling the sensor-related time delays such that the measurement reflects current system stsates rather than prior.
A well-known classical approach, mentioned in e.g. [6] , is to augment the state vector in such a way that c T -d d 2 k -d becomes a state. This way, the measurement does reflect a current state and the measurement update can be carried out as usual.
The method is only convenient for constant and small time delays as the state vector is expanded by m x d states, where m is the dimension of the measurement. For time varying and large delays the method is time consuming due to the enlarged state vector and the implementation of the filter is made more difficult provided matrix symmetrical aspects are to be considered in order to reduce the computational burden.
Another computational consuming method is recalculation of the filter upon arrival of a delayed measurement. Providing all measurements, state estimates, and covariance matrices have been stored since the acquisition of the measurement, the filter can be restarted at sampling k -d and recalculated up to sampling k . This will obviously stress the filter for large delays since the recalculation preferably should be carried out in one sample. Further, given a system where a d-sample delayed measurement arrives at each sampling instance the filtering of a given time interval will be repeated d-times. This puts great demands on the processing unit. [l] proposes a method for how to minimize the required computations in recalculating the filter by updating the covariance matrix P k and the state ?k at different times. Given the covariance of the measurement, R k and the measurement matrix, CT are known at the time of acquisition, le -d, the covariance of the state, 9 , can be updated at sampling k -d and at sampling k , a correction to the state can quite easily be made calculated and applied. The disadvantage of this method is that in the time interval k -d to k the accuracy of the state is wrong (the P matrix has wrongly been updated) and this can lead to misvalidation of other measurements arriving in the time interval.
In [7] an extension to this method is proposed that avoids the problem of wrongly updating the covariance matrix by having two filters running in parallel. One filter runs with and one filter runs optimal without the updated covariance matrix P K .
Interpolating Measurements
As mentioned in section 2.1 the method for handling sensor-related delays by [ l ] requires the knowledge of the measurement matrix, Cf-d and the covariance matrix R k -d at the time of the acquisition. This might not be the case as with our AGV used for the experiments where the covariance on the vision measurements very much depend on the distance and the angle to the observed object, i.e. the uncertainty on the distance to an object is proportional with the actual distance. In order to avoid the computational expensive recalculation of the filter, a new method is needed. The following method is described in detail in [7] and shall here be adopted for our application.
Basically, the idea is to interpolate the measurement so that it reflects current states rather than prior. Heuristically, this is done by modifying the measurement based on the change in the system state in the time interval from acquisition to availability. This leads to the following interpolated measurement y i :
As a consequence of the adjustment, the Kalman Gain in the measurement update should be decreased to signal less belief in the incorporated measurement. 
Location Estimation for an AGV
The following describes the location system onboard the AGV.
Odometry
The two driving wheels are equipped with encoders and at each sampling instance the encoder pulses provides information about the rotation of the wheel and thereby of the distance r, and r l driven by the right and the left wheel respectively. The reference point on the AGV is given by the mid point of the two wheels' axis and this point's displacement A S and rotational change A@ can be determined by:
where B is the distance between the two wheels.
The position and orientation of the AGV in a twodimensional space can at sampling instance k be repre- where f is nonlinear and given by (13)-( 15).
The noise vk comes from a number of sources such as uneven floors, wheel slippage, finite encoder resolution, misdetermined geometrical quantities (wheel radius, wheel distance), etc. This is further described in details in [4].
Vision
The vision system on-board the AGV uses a 2-dimensional guide mark of the type shown in Fig. 1 for location estimation. The dimension of the mark is 0.24 x 0.1 m. An image of a guide mark provides a measurement of the full state xk but due to image recording and especially processing it will be delayed of 70-75 samples. This time delay is time-varying depending on the size and position of the guide mark and the number of potential guide marks in the image. Furthermore, it will be contaminated by some noise e k mainly due to the discretation into pixels in the camera. This can be described by the following equation where d is the number of delayed samples.
Fusion of Data with EKF
Equations (17) and (18) describe our location system and an extended Kalman filter (EKF) can now be applied for estimating the position and orientation by fusing the information from the encoders and t.he camera.
Given encoder measurements, the state estimate gk can be updated using (17) : and the covariance of the state P k is updated using a linearization of (17) :
where F k and G k are Jacobian matrices of f k with respect to x k and uk respectively. Qk is the covariance of the process noise V k .
The noise sequences { V k } and { e k } are assumed to be white and Gaussian with the following properties: A delayed measurement is interpolated as described in section 2.2 and updated as in a standard Kalman filter (equations (3)- (5)) with measurement matrix c k = I. As the covariance of a vision measurement is modelled as a diagonal matrix, this implies that the components of the measurement X , Y and 0 are independent and accordingly can be split up in three measurements which can be processed one by one. This is advantageous regarding computational aspects and simplifies the implementation of a numerical stable algorithm which often builds on scalar measurements
The vision system is limited in detection of guide marks due to a limited field of view for the camera and a constrained number of guide marks which implies interrupts in the measurements. Thus, the following algorithm has been applied.
No vision measurements. Only the time update is
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executed: $ k + l l k + l = ? k + l l k .
One vision measurement.
Interpolate the measurement and its covariance and execute both the time update and the measurement update.
Additional vision measurements. As more than one guide mark may be in the field of view more than one vision measurement may arrive at the same time. Here, the measurement update is executed once for each measurement.
Experiments
Experiments were carried out in the laboratory in order to examine and verify the location system. The test bed AGV is described in more details in [9] .
Experimental Setup
The AGV drive system consists of two DC motors mounted on the front wheels. They are equipped with encoders with an resolution of 800 pulses/turn. A standard commercial 512 x 512 pixel grey level type CCD camera is mounted on top of the AGV with an on-board CPU for image processing. The control and coordination of the AGV is handled by an on-board MVME-162A main board with a MC 68040 CPU running the OS-9 operating system. In order to evaluate the performance of the location system it is crucial to know the exact position and orientation of the AGV during an experiment. Here this is attained through a surveillance camera placed in the ceiling of the laoratory.
The AGV is equipped with two light diodes, one on each side of the AGV, which are tracked with the surveillance camera. The position and orientation of the AGV can then be monitored with suitable image processing and knowledge of the camera's internal parameters (such as focal length, center pixels, etc.) and the translation and rotation of the camera relative to some global reference coordinate system. This can be achieved using calibration tiles with known geometry.
The recording of an image is synchronized with the AGV which allows for conformity in the ground truth and local AGV data. The uncertainty on the ground truth is estimated to be under 10 mm in position and 0.15' in orientation. Due to a limited field of view, this tracking system allows for tracking the AGV over an area of 1.75 m x 1.75 m. Additional cameras can easily be applied to enlarge the tracking region but makes the calibration task somewhat more difficult. The following scenario is used for evaluation. The AGV travels parallel to a wall on which a guide mark is placed. The camera is panned in order to view the guide mark but otherwise kept in a constant position. periments, the systematical odometric errors has successfully been minimized by calibrating the distance between the wheels and the wheel diameters. This was carried out using the method in [4] and has resulted in a mean value positional drift of 2.8mm/m and orientational drift of 0.003'/m attained on an even floor without door steps or the like, which must be considered an unnatural working environment. The realistic drift is therefore higher.
The parameters in the extended Kalman filter have been selected through calculations and experiments/observations. The stochastic errors effecting the odometry has been modelled in the covariance matrix Q and is selected as follows:
The covariance matrix, R k , for the vision measurements has been found by linearizing the set of equations used to transform the pixel-coordinates provided by the vision system into the AGV's position and orientation. Two temporary variables are used to determine the uncertainty: the distance d,, from a guide mark to the AGV and the angle 0,, between the normal to a guide mark and the line-of-sight of the AGV camera. The uncertainty on the distance d, , is found to depend solely on the actual distance as shown in Fig. 3 while the uncertainty on the angle O,, is found to depend on both the distance and the actual angle as shown in Fig. 4 . Knowing the uncertainty on these two quantities, the covariance matrix Rk can be estimated. Fig. 5 and 6 show the location results from the first run where the delay is handled with the interpolation method. Fig. 7 and 8 show the results where the delayed measurements are incorporated as they are. The effect from the time delay handling is only significant in the y state, which is the moving direction of the AGV. In case the heading of the AGV is changed during the time delay period, the effect is expected to be much more crucial. 
Conclusions
In this paper different ways of approaching delayed measurements in a Kalman filter have been described. An algorithm for interpolating a delayed measurement minimizes the computational burden even for significant time delays. On our AGV, we have successfully applied this algorithm for dealing with delayed vision measurements in a locating system. By using an extended Kalman filter for fusing data from encoders and camera, the location estimate shows satisfactory accuracy. 
